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05-23-2017 Sovereign Movement Is Anti-Government

I believe that it is better said, the "Sovereign Movement is anti-Anarchy".

***GLOBAL NOTICE*** Highest Administrative Authority

***GLOBAL NOTICE*** Highest Administrative Authority in America 

Recognizes “We the People,” are Sovereign!

Sovereignty
Sovereignty!

GOT HONOR
GOT HONOR?
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Brother's Keeper

We do what we do because we believe it is right
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I am free because I say I am!

Greetings Andrew Ouwenga
Greetings Andrew Ouwenga...

Your thoughts on the matter are appreciated.  

However, while I respect your right to think as you chose, I can only speak for what I 
believe...and express my thoughts...as my opinions.

The terms you may chose to describe the manner in which I chose to live may not be 
considered as acceptable to me when these terms are defined with the purpose to establish a 
political status to be politically exploited with harmful intent.

“Anarchy,” is not a term I recognize.  

The same for the terms when used in a political context:
• liberal 
• Conservative
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• Left
• Right
• Democrat
• Republican

Greetings Andrew Ouwenga-1
Please review the following to see how I define my own views as to what are the 

characteristics of an American sovereign…

✓ The sovereign Americans are the lawful American people.  

✓ The sovereign Americans are the legitimate American people.

✓ The sovereign American people are the peaceful inhabitants of the Continental United 
States of America.

✓ The sovereign Americans may be other things as well but one thing to be sure is they are 
all sovereigns…kings and queens with no subjects.

✓ The sovereign Americans accept full responsibility for the manner in which they conduct 
themselves.

✓ The sovereign Americans recognize our responsibilities to support the rights and beliefs 
of our fellow sovereigns.

✓ The sovereign Americans recognize our responsibilities and obligations to protect those 
who may be less fortunate and not be able to protect themselves. 

✓ The sovereign Americans are not US Citizens, extended citizenship by the fake corporate 
governments and or franchises of the United States, Incorporated.

✓ The sovereign Americans are not "sovereign Citizens”  A term invented by the FBI to 
discredit the lawful authority, which by contract and natural law they must respect.

✓ The sovereign Americans are not “anti-anything!”

✓ Sovereign Americans believe we are the only lawful authority which grants us the right to 
declare our free status just because we say so!  

✓ And as free-men and free-women…we believe the choice of how we chose to live is up 
to the sovereign Americans as long as we do not cause any harm to others or their 
property.  
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The offer is made to any and all to dispute the claims made above, should they find any 
errors in the application of the logic from which they were formed.  Additionally, with equal 
openness…the  opportunity is here-by provided for those who believe they have a right and or 
duty to impose or otherwise trespass on my sovereignty without first providing me with complete 
disclosure, free of any and all deception, of their intent and my granting them complete free-will 
consent.

Autograph
arnie
An American sovereign, A Californian, and not a US citizen as defined under fraudulent 

conditions.

arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com
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